
Instructions regarding the function

After lifting the shell it remains in a position at an angle of about 30° and is 
held up by gas springs. An infinite number of chairs can now be nested in a 
linear fashion and moved as a stack. Naturally, smaller packages of chairs 
are easier to maneuver than larger ones. To sit down, press the shell down 
against the initial counter-force of the gas springs.

Weight

The heaviest version in leather with armrests weighs 10.6 KG.

Materials

The frame is completely made of cast aluminium. The moulded wooden arm-
chair shells are made of beech plywood.
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Optional armrests

Armrests are optionally available with matching surface finishes and can also 
be retrofitted to the upholstered versions.

Surfaces and colours

The frame is available either fully powder coated or polished. The powder- 
coated version is coated with resistant Tiger powder paint in RAL 7021 with 
fine matt texture.

In the polished frame version, the V-shaped support located under the seat 
is always coated black-grey RAL 7021 with fine matt texture, as is the under-
side of the seat frame. Armrests are always executed with matching surface. 
The surface of the screws is optically oriented to the frame surface.

The armchair shells are upholstered throughout with classic, elegant full-grain
premium semi-aniline ‚Ascot‘ leather from Gmelich. All used Upholstery 
foams are manufactured without CFCs. Visible shells have an Ash top sheet 
and are satin matt lacquered.
For the textile versions we primarily use high-quality woolen fabrics and na-
tural fibres from established manufacturers in the industry, e.g. Kvadrat, Ca-
mira, Gabriel. Besides our standard fabrics we also gladly test and uphols-
ter your individually desired cover for you. The serial fabric selection can be 
found under:
https://www.roomtool.com/produkte/moin-action-chair

Automatic alignment

All moin action-chairs are equipped with a patented and maintenance-free 
alignment mechanism which aligns the shell orthogonally to the frame.
This facilitates manoeuvring and nesting and creates a calm image of the 
star-bases around the table. When sitting down the mechanic is decoupled 
and the armchair rotates freely through 360°.

Castors

In the standard version the armchair is equipped with soft allround ‚Move‘ 
double castors equipped with no-noise pens from Gross and Froehlich in 
black. All Other Castor surfaces for different floors of the ‚Move‘ collection 
are available on Request. The castors are delivered with a standard transport 
protection, which is removed by the customer.

Security

The armchair is currently GS-certified
at TÜV Rheinland / LGA Products.

moin action-chair passes:

DIN EN 16139: 2014-03, 4.4, 
4.5, 5.0, 6.0 +C

EN 1022:2005-06 
EN 1335-2:2009-04 
EN 1335-3:2009-04 

EN 1728:2012, 6.26, 6.25, 
6.10, 6.6, 6.24, 6.25, 6.20, 

6.18, 6.17, 6.13, 6.11, 6.5, 6.4
mark /Kennz. ProdSG - 2 § 6
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Price list 2020

        product 

moin action-chair
moin action-chair
moin action-chair
moin action-chair
moin action-chair
moin action-chair
moin action-chair
moin action-chair

       cover 

leather
       textile

leather
       textile

leather
       textile

leather
       textile

     armrest 

      with armrest
      with armrest
      with armrest
      with armrest

without armrest
without armrest
without armrest
without armrest

      frame

powder coated
powder coated

      alu polished
      alu polished

powder coated
powder coated

      alu polished
      alu polished

list price/piece

1227
1109
1269
1155
1091
  981
1125
1015

Nr.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Additional prices for fabrics in different price categories.

   product 

moin action-chair

             cover 

              textile

 

price class A
        standard

1-25 pcs.

+15

from 26 pcs.

+11

1-25 pcs.

+19

from 26 pcs.

+15

additional price

price class B

additional price

price class C

Net list prices in €. Prices ex works & excluding packaging. Only the general terms and conditions of Störiko product design GmbH, as of January 2020, apply.
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Hinnat alv 0% - tuotteissa poikkeavat toimituskulut (n. 185 € / 4 kpl)
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